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A subsidiary of Nandinee Phookan 
Architects, IMAKE was conceived 
as a design studio where we 
celebrate the power of design 
through the process of making, 
creating bridges to understanding 
design and aesthetic production 
in diverse communities through 
a process of engagement. Central 
to our approach is the application 
of design thinking to a product, 
a process or an idea to arrive at 
unpredictable and innovative 
results. 

www.imakestudio.com
www.nandineephookan.com
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OCT   VO

OCTAVO is a table composed of individual modular units that 

can be combined in a number of configurations satisfying a wide 

variety of space and user requirements. Octavo was developed 

as a pure form based on the geometry of the triangle and its 

inherent structural stability. With origins in the geometries and 

patterns found in nature and the work of Buckminster Fuller, 

Octavo underwent a series of studies that eventually evolved 

into its current 3-sided form. 

Patent No.: US D609,505 S
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Tabla I Eri: FT_3848_E         

 Muga Ghicha: FT_3848_MG

2’- 0” dia.

1’
- 4

”

Tabla II Eri: FT_0024_E         

 Muga Ghicha: FT_0024_MG  

1’- 6” dia.

1’
- 4

”

Tabla III Eri: FT_0018_E         

 Muga Ghicha: FT_0018_MG  

4’- 0”

1’
- 4

”

3’
- 2

”
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TABLA

Inspired by the forms of the Indian percussion 

instrument of the same name, Tabla is a set 

of three ottomans available in Eri and Muga 

Ghicha upholstery from IMAKE’s Dreamweave 

Collection.  These pieces can be purchased 

individually and are manufactured locally in 

Brooklyn, New York. 

A limited edition of the Tabla ottoman was 

developed for the new design collection at 

the Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM).
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BIRDHOUSE 1+2

Birdhouse 1 and 2 were developed at the request of a client for the design of a “modern” birdhouse. The client is in 

the business of manufacturing and selling traditional birdhouses and feeders and had a wealth of knowledge on the 

requirements. The birdhouses were developed specifically for small birds like wrens, finches, chickadees, nuthatches, and 

titmice.  The design and location of the access opening was dictated by the behavioral patterns of these birds incorporating 

a wire mesh “ladder” on the interior to aid in first flight operations of the young chicks. Care was taken to avoid projections 

that could provide a perch for larger predatory birds. The birdhouses incorporate vents to keep the interior cool without 

letting in too much light and are made of cedar wood which would weather and age naturally over time. The bottom panel 

is  removable to allow for clean out. 

The formal language of Birdhouse 1 and 2 is based on first principles of modern architecture derived from the cube, the 

study of lines and planes and additive and subtractive form. Birdhouse 1 is a subtractive composition based on lines, 

the modulation of which define specific functional elements such as entry, roof and vents. Birdhouse 2 is an additive 

composition based on planes with a recessed entry. Vents are located behind the floating planes.
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Birdhouse 2

Birdhouse 1
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DREAMWEAVE was conceived as a project that would give the 
designers at IMAKE the opportunity to engage with a world of design 
outside their immediate environment and to create, with the proceeds 
of this engagement, conditions that would make a real difference in 
the lives of the master weavers of Northeast India. 

15



DREAMWEAVE
W I L D S I L K S

DREAMWEAVE is a collec on of fabrics and home furnishing 

products made with hand-loomed silks woven by women in 

the villages of Northeastern India, home of some of the most 

exo c wild silks in the world where weaving is a tradi on 

handed down through genera ons. This project by IMAKE 

takes these beau ful fabrics to create contemporary designs 

in Brooklyn, New York. Origina ng in the pastoral se ng 

of the village, the harmony and simplicity of their aesthe c 

produc on finds surprising resonances in our own aesthe c 

sensibility within the hyper-urban context of New York City.

DREAMWEAVE is a collabora on and a celebra on of that 

connec on, a bridge between two worlds that seeks to create 

synergies that benefit both.  The products developed are 

carefully designed and detailed to enhance and respect the 

proper es of the natural hand-loomed fabrics and the people 

who created them.  
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MUGA, the golden-yellow silk is found only in the 

Brahmaputra valley. The worms feed on the leaves of the Som 

and Soalu trees. Five to ten individual silk fibers are reeled 

together to form one silk thread and several silk threads are 

wound together to form a yarn of silk. It is extremely strong 

and durable, gaining more gloss and shine with every wash. 

Muga is highly valued for its unique natural golden color and 

is traditionally never dyed.

Historically only pure Muga was used with a traditional 

woven motif in red and black. In recent years the ingenuity 

of a handful of local innovators has pushed the envelope to 

develop a range of fabrics using the “waste”, parts of the 

cocoon that can not be reeled; these are rougher in texture 

and duller in color than the golden yellow of pure Muga, 

but beautiful in a completely unique way. These fabrics have 

expanded the use of Muga into non traditional areas such as 

home furnishings.
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ERI is the most sustainable of all the silks, as the structure 

of the cocoon from which Eri is made is not as compact as the 

mulberry or Muga cocoons and it cannot be reeled. Instead 

it is “spun” from shorter lengths of silk and the Eri moth is 

allowed to emerge from its cocoon and complete its natural 

life cycle. The Philosamia Ricini silkworm from which Eri is 

made feeds on the castor plant. 

Eri is used traditionally to make shawls and jackets for both 

men and women because of its superb thermal qualities.  The 

natural color of Eri is white or off- white. It is also found in a 

rust color, although this is not as common. Traditionally Eri is 

never dyed.

As with Muga, local weavers have in recent years 

extended the range of Eri fabrics with the use of the rougher 

textured “waste” and by combining Eri with Muga and Paat.
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PAAT is a mulberry silk that is unique to the valley of 

the Brahmaputra. While it shares many of the characteristics 

of mulberry produced by the bombyx mori silkworm and 

cultivated  in many countries around the world, it has its own 

distinct sheen and texture. Paat in its natural state has a soft 

white sheen. Like other mulberry silks it can be easily dyed, 

although it is traditionally used only in its natural color.

Paat is the silk used most frequently in its natural state 

of white with gold motifs. Some of the more interesting 

developments in the sericulture industry in Northeastern 

India are a range of hybrid fabrics combining the warp of Paat 

with the weft of Muga or Eri and vice versa, which expand on 

the muted palette and subtle language of these silks.
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FABRICS

1

3
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1
MUGA STRIPE
DR_011_MM

Warp:  Muga 
Weft:  Muga
Width:  115 cm / 45”

2
MUGA + PAAT STRIPE I	
DR_021_MP

Warp:  Muga 
Weft:  Paat
Width:  115 cm / 45” 

3
PURE MUGA
DR_111_MM

Warp:  Muga 
Weft:  Muga
Width:  115 cm / 45”

4
PURE PAAT
DR_131_PP

Warp:  Paat 
Weft:  Paat
Width:  115 cm / 45”

2

4
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5
PURE ERI I
DR_201_EE

Warp:  Eri
We :  Eri
Width:  115 cm / 45”

6
ERI + PAAT  
DR_202_EP

Warp:  Eri 
We :  Paat
Width:  115 cm / 45” 

7
MUGA + MUGA GHICHA I
DR_312_MMG

Warp:  Muga 
We :  Muga Ghicha
Width:  91 cm / 36”

8
PURE ERI III
DR_402_EE

Warp:  Eri
We :  Eri
Width:  115 cm / 45”

6

8
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9
SPUN MUGA + MUGA GHICHA
DR_412_MMG

Warp:  Muga
We :  Muga Ghicha
Width:  91 cm / 36”

10
PURE MUGA NET	  
DR_521_MM

Warp:  Muga
We :  Muga
Width:  115 cm / 45” 

11
MUGA + MUGA GHICHA NET
DR_531_MMG

Warp:  Muga 
We :  Muga Ghicha
Width:  115 cm / 45”

12
MUGA + MUGA GHICHA II
DR_532_MMG

Warp: Muga
We :  Muga Ghicha
Width:  91 cm / 36”

10

12
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Muga Net Scarf II        (24-26” x 78-80”)         DS_171_MM        

SCARVES
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Eri Light Scarf            (24-26” x 78-80”)           DS_172_EE          Eri Muga Scarf II         (24-26” x 78-80”)          DS_174_EM

Eri Muga Scarf I          (24-26” x 78-80”)          DS_173_EM          Eri Muga Scarf II         (24-26” x 78-80”)          DS_174_EM
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Muga Indigo Scarf        (24-26” x 78-80”)        DS_273_MM

Muga Ghicha Scarf       (24-26” x 78-80”)       DS_472_MG       

Eri Twill Plain Scarf       (24-26” x 78-80”)        DS_272_EE       

Muga Net Scarf III        (24-26” x 78-80”)        DS_271_MM
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Eri Muga Net Scarf       (24-26” x 78-80”)        DS_572_EM       Muga Net Scarf I         (24-26” x 78-80”)         DS_571_MM         

Eri Paat Scarf            (24-26” x 78-80”)           DS_570_EP      Muga Net Scarf IV       (24-26” x 78-80”)        DS_572_MM
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THE DREAMWEAVE 
HOME COLLECTION

The Dreamweave Home Collection includes:

Duvets

Pillows

Throws

Window Treatments

These hand-loomed products are available within 10 to 12 

weeks, depending on order quantity and fabric availability.  
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Fully lined duvet covers are available in a selec on of fabrics 

from the Dreamweave Collec on.

Queen	 (88”	x	88”)					 Eri/Paat:	DD_8888_EP	 	 	
																																														 Muga/Muga	Net:	DD_8888_MM

King	 (104”	x	92”)	 Eri/Paat:	DD_10492_EP	 	 	
																					 	 Muga/Muga	Net:	DD_10492_MM
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DUVETS
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Pillows with inserts.

8”
  

24”  

Pure Paat       (DP_0824_PP), 

Pure Muga      (DP_0824_MM)

  

Pure Paat        (DP_1042_PP)

Pure Muga       (DP_1042_MM)

Sleeve for 10” x 42” pillow:

Pure Muga Net                (DPS_1020_MM) 

Muga + Paat Stripe I     (DPS_1020_MP)

Pure Muga / Pure Muga Net (DP_1616_MMMM)

Pure Eri I / Pure Muga Net (DP_1616_EEMM)

Pure Eri III / Pure Paat  (DP_1616_EEPP)

Muga + Muga Ghicha I (DP_2424_MMG)

Eri + Paat    (DP_2424_EP)

Pure Muga   (DP_2424_MM)

Muga + Muga Ghicha Net (DP_2424_MMGN)

10
”  

42”  

10
”  

20”  

16
”  

16”  

24
”  

24”  
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PILLOWS
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5’
-0

”

7’-0”

7’
-0

”

10’-0”

1

Muga Ghicha throw        

DS_471_MG  (30” x 88”)

2

Eri throws with leather trim on two ends

Burgundy leather trim  DT_0507R_EE

Brown leather trim  DT_0507B_EE
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THROWS

2

1
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Window treatments in the Dreamweave Fabrics are 

available in the Tri-State Area by custom order:

Roman Shades

Flat Roman Shades

Pinch Pleat Drapery

Ripplefold Drapery
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WINDOW TREATMENTS
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CARE

Silk is a natural material which, with age, will gain in 

beauty and softness when properly cared for. 

Dry clean only. Do not store in plastic, as silk needs to 

breathe.

Ironing: Silk should be ironed on the reverse side on low 

to medium heat, preferably between another material.

Silk is very absorptive and can be permanently damaged 

by perfumes and other sprays.
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For more informa on and to place an order, please visit 

www.imakestudio.com or email info@imakestudio.com.

All hand-loomed products are available in 10 to 12 weeks, 

depending on order quan ty and fabric availability.

© IMAKE Studio LLC.
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